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1. Orri Vigfússon has passed away 

The founder of the “North Atlantic Salmon Fund worldwide” has died on July first of this year. 
Shortly before on a trip to Norway I had already heard of his critical condition. Without his 
excellent contribution buying out salmon quota on sea we would today possibly not even be able 
to talk about salmon protection. 

I personally met Orri in Ahrensburg (Schleswig-Holstein) at the convention of the 
“Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Fischarten und Gewässerschutz in Norddeutschland (AFGN) in 2002 
for the first time. Already at that time I was impressed by his charisma combined with pragmatism 
and down-to-earthness. It was a very special experience to join one of his salmon dinners where 
money for the good cause of the NASF should be raised. 

As a representative of a local project for salmon and sea trout in Lower Saxony (AOLG) he had 
always accompanied my work which at first I wasn’t even conscious of. At the convention of the 
IKSR (Internationale Kommission zum Schutz des Rheins) in Bonn in 2005 I met him again now 
on an international stage. He presented  the work of the NASF in the usual dedicated manner. 
 
All good things come in threes, it is said. The third meeting was the kick off for NASF Germany 
to which I know may contribute as a board member. In Germany the “Salmon Fund” carries the 
epithet “Wanderfische ohne Grenzen” which means not “only” salmon but all migratory fishes. 

I may promise to Orri that we will carry on our activities in and around Germany in his sense, 
support within our means and keep up the worldwide NASF network.  

Stefan Ludwig - vice chairman “Wanderfische ohne Grenzen – NASF Germany” 

2. 21.4.2018  World Fish Migration Day 

Everybody can participate! The last World Fish Migration Day 2016 was a big success. Please 
help, to raise even more awareness for migratory fishes in 2018!  

A paddle boat trip around migration obstacles, tearing down a dam, stocking fish with school 
classes or another event that you had planned already. Please join in and help to create the 
awareness for fishes and their habitats they deserve so urgently! 

You can register your event on https://www.worldfishmigrationday.com/events. 

“Wanderfische ohne Grenzen“  is currently planning four events, two in Lower Saxony, at least 
one in Bavaria and one in Saxony. If you should have questions or need assistance with 
registering your event please contact us through mail@wanderfische.eu or  
by phone: +49 173-2970460. 
  

https://www.iksr.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Dokumente_de/Symposien_u._Workshops/5._Rheinsymosium/Vortraege/Langfassungen/Vigfusson.pdf
https://www.worldfishmigrationday.com/events
mailto:mail@wanderfische.eu
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3. Fish Forum Workshop in Dessau on 16th  and 17th  of May 2015 

“Forum Fischschutz” (Panel for Fish Protection) is an initiative of the “Bundesumweltamt” 
(Federal Environment Office) led by Stephan Naumann. “Wanderfische ohne Grenzen” is 
registered as participant in this panel.  
On the 7th workshop of the Forum we have gathered many new insights and made a lot of 
contacts. The Forum which deals with aspects of downstream migration of fishes on obstacles 
offered a mixture of practice reports and excursions this time. So the desire for more practice 
reference of many of the participants was heard.  
A crucial part of the meeting was the presentation of the guiding-grid-bypass-system of EBEL, 
GLUCH & KEHL. The basic idea of these systems is the use of a horizontal guiding grid (grid 
opening of 10-15mm max.) that is mounted into the water current if possible at an angle of 45° 
or smaller. In this case the percentage of downstream migrating fishes that are prevented from 
entering the hydropower installation and guided downstream safely is much higher than with 
conventional horizontal grids. Further important components of the systems are the horizontal 
grid cleaning system and the bypass-system covering the entire depth of the waterbody. The 
cross section of the bypass can be continuously adapted by means of a hydraulic trap (see 
picture). This allows the continuous downstream transport of flotsam and bedload in the water 
current. More advantages are the floodwaters tolerance and the easy handling by the operator 
of the hydropower installation. 
 
 
Other topics of the workshop were fish protection systems in 
Austria and Switzerland. Fish protection on sewer scoop 
installations and last but really not least the presentation of 
the findings at the Unkelmühle on River Sieg and two other 
locations by Jost Borcherding.  
The afternoon of second day was reserved for excursions to 
locations in the River Mulde and River Saale watersheds.  
The very good mixture of participants needs to be 
mentioned. Representatives of authorities, hydropower 
operators and migratory fishes projects enjoyed the 
excellent presentation.  
 
Please find all presentations of the workshop on 
https://forum-fischschutz.de/tagung-forum-fischschutz-und-
fischabstieg 
A must-read!!  
There’s more about the activities of the Forum in Newsletter 
1/2017. 
  

Bypass at Halle-Planena/Saale 
covering the entire waterbody 
cross section for downstream 
transport of flotsam 

https://forum-fischschutz.de/tagung-forum-fischschutz-und-fischabstieg
https://forum-fischschutz.de/tagung-forum-fischschutz-und-fischabstieg
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4. “Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany” for Hartwig Hahn 

Our advisory board member Hartwig Hahn of Aukrug in Schleswig-Holstein has been honored 
with the “Order of Merit of Germany” this year.  
“Godfather of Salmon” Hartwig Hahn has now enjoyed the benefits from the ever so important 
inclusion of young people into migratory fishes projects.  A neighbor of Hartwig Hahn, a 
professional farmer, has proposed him for the decoration with the “Order of Merit”. 
The farmer participated as a young man in public electro fishing events Hartwig carried out and 
he attended with favor Hartwigs relentless dedication for the cause of Salmon and Seatrout. 
Not only insiders are positive that this award was given to the right person. Far beyond the 
boundaries of Schleswig-Holstein Hartwig Hahn accompanied the journey of “his” salmon with 
help and advice. His network reaches from Sweden to Saxony and Czech. Since the late 70ties 
Hartwig Hahn has been on his way for the cause of salmon, first in Lower Saxony then later in 
Schleswig-Holstein. He helped to put up the ARGE Stör/Bramau (work group Rivers Stör and 
Bramau). Since 1980ties exists the specially built own hatchery. Every year he catches 
spawners by electro fishing. Salmon stocking with Hartwig Hahn is not confined to the River Stör 
and Bramau. In the past he delivered salmon to the entire River Elbe watershed and also to 
waters in Lower-Saxony. An illustrated report you may find here. 

 
5.   Eels – topic on the AFGN meeting at Nienburg 

Eels were the subject of the Meeting of the “Workgroup for fish species and water protection in 
Northern Germany” (AFGN). Eel scientists report that the European Eel (Anguilla anguilla) 
cannot yet be bred and raised to a mature adult. This has already been achieved with Anguilla 
japonica, the Japanese Eel. This species is very close to the European Eel. It therefore could 
be expected that this will also be possible with the European Eel soon. Right now this is only 
happens under very costly laboratory conditions.  Still it is very insecure whether these eel are 
able to be used to enhance the wild stock. It takes many years until it will be possible if at all to 
bring evidence that the artificially spawned eels are molded on the migration routes the same 
as their wild conspecifics.  
The age of an individual eel can only be roughly identified. On their way from Sargasso Sea to 
their freshwater habitats which takes probably around 1 or 2 years it is not possible to define the 
age be yearly marks on vertebra or ear stones as they will show only in their later lives. The age 
determination in the Rivers or in the Baltic is more or less possible.  
An individual eel of 50cm length for example which had been growing up in a lake for scientific 
research had spent at least 6 years there.  
 
6.   Upstream and downstream migration at Bremen-Hemelingen 

At the workshop of the “Forum Fischschutz” we got to know the operations manager of the 
Hydropower Station at Bremen-Hemelingen. The unit is situated at the River Weser mouth to 
the North Sea and is due to its location as gate to the Weser watershed of major importance for 
migratory fishes. There is a fish pass on the left as well as on the right side of the installation.  
The one on the left side has been classified as size selective in year 2000 and has not been 
modified since. After the construction of the hydropower plant on the right bank though, the main 

http://wanderfische.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=94:bundesverdienstkreuz&catid=86&Itemid=134&lang=de
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current has moved to the right side of the river. With that the already pretty limited possibility for 
fish to find the pass has probably even become worse. A test monitoring on the right side fish 
pass (at hydropower station) has been carried out for several years now. The upstream 
migration numbers turn out to be clearly below the numbers of comparable locations on Rivers 
Elbe or Rhine. 
Still it has to be recognized that salmon and sea trout have still been showing up in relevant 
numbers after the construction of the hydropower station upstream at Langwedel – this means: 
also demanding species are able to make it! But there is no evidence on the quantitative success 
of upstream migration. 
In 2017 they tried according to the operation manager to analyze the fish upstream migration 
with a DIDSON underwater sonar (see Newsletter 2/2017) in order to make proposals for the 
enhancement of upstream migration numbers. According to the manager the range of fish 
species is already almost completely present upstream. On the other hand the underwater sonar 
shows that a lot more fish are present below the fish pass trying to find the entrance to the fish 
pass. They are threatened to be sacrificed to the numerous cormorants and eventually other 
predators being present in this area. Due to the tidal influence it is difficult to install a proper 
enticing current at the entrance.  
First time this year also downstream migration is being investigated. The results up to this point 
are encouraging says the operation manager as very little fish actually enter the system of the 
hydropower installation but go directly over the weir.  
“Wanderfische ohne Grenzen” will keep on following the further investigations with much interest 
and will analyze them critically. 
It must be the objective to ensure and deliver evidence for the biological permeability for all 
relevant species at this crucial location of the River Weser watershed. 
 
 
7.   Marked salmon smolts coming back as grilse into River Sieg 

The salmon smolts, equipped with radio transmitters were “only” set out during the investigations 
at Unkelmühle to get information on the rate of successful downstream migration at this age. 
Now surprisingly even for the experts three of the 200 set out at the time returned as grilse into 
the river. If the suspicion that these fish are actually of that project will be confirmed, the ratio of 
returner would be 1,5%, which is close to the average for River Sieg. 
The confirmed number of salmon returners is 155 for River Sieg (193 for total of North Rhine 
Westfalia). These numbers are for the 13th Dec. 2017 and are within the upper reach of the last 
seven years. It has to be said, that upstream migration has started clearly earlier than in the last 
years. Vakicounter and fish trap had not been activated at that time. It could therefore be 
suspected that the number of ascending fish lies significantly higher. 
 
8.   Schweizer Fischereiverband and Landesfischereiverband Baden-

Württemberg now members of “Wanderfische ohne Grenzen” 

 
One of the important objectives of our association is to acquaint and to focus the energy of the 
many good initiatives and activities for migratory fishes in and around Germany. We are 
extremely pleased to see that two associations so strong in members can identify with our 
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objectives so well that they decided to be member of “Wanderfische ohne Grenzen”. The two 
associations represent roughly 120.000 members.  
 
 
9.   Don’t miss online fish cameras:  The Riverwatcher 

Riverwatcher daily:  http://www.riverwatcherdaily.is/frmRiverSelect.aspx?CtrID= 
 
Displays online a number of camera systems installed in European fish passes. Three of them 
in Germany.  
 
 
10.   About maids, servants and too many salmon … 

… is frequently reported and we always referred it to the realm of fairy tales. However Kanold 
writes the following in the year 1719 about the city of Danzig: 
 
„ :…und soll unter andern vor diesem (See) der Fang in Danzig so groß gewesen sein, daß die 
Dienst-Mägde, wöchentlich mehr nicht, als mit 2. oder 3.mahl Lachs gespeist zu werden, bey 
angetretener Mierhung sich sollen bedungen haben.“ 

freely translated from historic German: 
 
“… and among others the catch in this (lake) in Danzig is told to have been so big, that the maids 
have claimed when being employed to not have salmon more than 2 or 3 times a week.”  
 
In the same publication the following lines referring to Hamburg could be found: 
 
„wobey noch in puncto der oben mentionirten Danziger Lachs-Affaire zu allegiren, daß 
sonderlich in Hamburg, da jährlich auf einen gewissen Tag die Policey=Ordnung der 
Bürgerschafft publicè vorgelesen wird, ein besonderer Lex proclamiret werden soll, daß keine 
Herrschafft ihr Gesinde mit mehr, als zwey (oder drey) mal Lachs die Woche über speisen 
sollte…“ 

freely translated from historic German: 
 
“further it has to be alleged regarding the above mentioned salmon affair in Danzig, that specially 
in Hamburg where every year at a certain day the police regulation is read to the public a special 
legislation should be proclaimed that no lordship should serve their menial staff more than two 
(or three) times salmon a week…”  
 
Reading other sources saying the daily catch sometimes was so big that the fish couldn’t be 
marketed and had to be buried finally makes the fairy tale more probable. 
 
So writes Siebold about salmon catches at Skirwik on River Memel in 1863: 
 

http://www.riverwatcherdaily.is/frmRiverSelect.aspx?CtrID
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„Im Jahre 1826 und 1827 wurden an dieser Stelle die Lachse in solchen Massen gefangen, 
nämlich an einem Tage oft mehr als 1000 Stück, dass sie als ungenützt und werthlos vergraben 
werden mussten.“ 

freely translated from historic German: 
 
“In the years 1826 and 1827 at this location so many salmon have been caught in masses, 
namely often more than 1000 fish on one day, that they had to be buried as unusable and of no 
value.” 
 
Text sources: 
 
Kanold 1719 : Sammlung von Natur und Medicin- wie auch hierzu gehörigen Kunst- und 
Literatur- Geschichten 

Siebold 1826 : Die Süßwasserfische von Mitteleuropas 

For more historical data see our web database : www.db.wanderfische.eu 

http://www.db.wanderfische.eu/

